1 & 2 May 2020

Email: sec@pre65scottish.co.uk

PRE’65 SCOTTISH TRIAL 2020
GUEST OF HONOUR ANNOUNCEMENT
The Pre’65 Scottish Trial Committee are very excited to announce that Sammy Miller will be the
Guest of Honour at the 2020 Trial. We are very privileged to have Sammy this year and look
forward to him sending our competitors off with his wise words and best wishes.
The ballot took place on 8 December with 301 entrants included in it. A further 10 entries were
received after the closing date and so were not included in the ballot. The Reserve List has been
done into the four capacity classes and any withdrawals will be filled from the same capacity
class of the withdrawn entry. This is to keep the capacity class balance of entries as close to the
criteria of the ballot. There are 8 reserves in each capacity class – A – up to 200cc, B – up to
250cc, C- up to 350cc and D – over 351cc
Entry replies and payments are coming in steadily. A reminder for those successful entrants who
have not secured their place or paid yet that they only have until Friday 7 February 2020 to get
them to the Secretary as after this date, their offer of a place will be withdrawn and offered to the
next person on the relevant reserve list.
Our new Observer Co-ordinator, Sally Burton, will be sending out invite letters to last years
observers soon but if you have not observed before and would like to volunteer your services,
please contact Sally by email: observers@pre65scottish.co.uk or through the contact on the
Pre’65 Scottish Trial website: www.pre65scottish.com as soon as possible.
The Pre’65 Scottish Trial will again be attending the Telford Off-road Show on the weekend of
15 and 16 February 2020 and our stand will be in the usual place in Hall 1, just look for the blue
Pre’65 Scottish gazebo. So, if you are attending, come along to see us, have a chat and ask any
questions you have as well as enjoy our hospitality.

